
Reader Questions   12-15 June 2020 
 

15 June 2020         Reader Questions:   Can you please ask The Committee if they can give us 

some practical advice on how we all can communicate with our GAGs more efficiently? I think it 

takes practice to become as good as you, but I am sure The Committee can give us some good 

advice on how we can get started and advance rapidly. Thanks Patrick - I'll meet you at 60 in 

December :) 

A:           More youngsters like me! 

Correct the mistaken approach, that one cannot inquire directly, and must ask another human to 

ask on his/her/your behalf. Any of you can, may and SHOULD do the asking yourself, directly. 

 To request me to ask on someone else's behalf, demonstrates a relative, residual disbelief in and 

doubt about the process. Obviously thinking something works in a way different from the way it 

actually functions, means it won’t work very well. To believe a skateboard will work but only 

when someone else climbs aboard, means such disbeliever will never learn to ride one or very 

well. An argument could be made that physical limitations might prevent use of a skateboard, 

BUT no mental limitations exist which might restrict ability among non-comatose humans to 

inquire of energetic beings. 

Identify in your mind, to yourself, the recipient of your communication. Call it a prayer if that 

helps. Think your question or message, or speak it out loud. Listen quietly. You will have 

thoughts pop into your head, and you will believe these are your own thoughts. They probably 

are NOT; keep sending messages to your own GAGs, everybody has them. You will reliably and 

consistently receive responses. Believe this and "listen" to your mind. After three to five laps of 

this, the pattern of returned information, which arrives wrapped and presented as your thoughts, 

will emerge. 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =     

RQ:        In what way does free will in the spiritual realm differ from free will on Earth, if it does 

at all? 

C:           The difference is in effect, awareness of outcome in advance, and speed of 

manifestation. Specifically your existence as your soul is under no contract or agreement by 

yourself with yourself, to follow a certain or specific course or to experience certain events. Your 

life on Earth does have this, however these events are the free will of your soul. On Earth 

incarnated as a human, these events might seem negative or undesirable, something you truly 

believe you would never plan. That reaction & impression, that you'd never plan either one 

intentionally, were created to enable learning and growth from the incident, event or occasion. 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

Reader Question:              As a follow up to another question of mine. Can The Committee advise 

who made the rule that no one can interfere with what humans do?  

Yes, it's been explained in The Alien Handbook - A Guide To Extraterrestrials © 2018 Ozark 

Mountain Publishing  Ch. 3, pp 19 to 24, Ch 11 pp 76-79 

Reader Question:              Is it a rule that could ever be amended please? 

C:           A requirement unable to be changed, repealed, revoked, withdrawn or amended by its 

target subjects, is not a rule. That is a command and decree.  Humans may vote to invite alien 

ETs tomorrow and this will happen. Such vote, to be valid to sufficient degree that your alien ET 

cousins and Earth visitor observers will accept it, requires a critical mass of humans who both 

believe alien ETs exist, can & do visit Earth and listen. Such believers must also affirmatively 



support it with an active request and expressly asking for recognizable ET visitor presence. 

 

12 June 2020          Reader Question: Between happy birthday wishes, for which I thank both 

the reader who asks this question and everyone else, this good inquiry rises above the waves: 

  

RQ:      [IS] Earth the only place in this corner of the galaxy where souls incarnated benefit from 

the chaos created by everyone's free will? Why on Earth, if this is what accelerates growth and 

makes the experience more intense, is this "option" not chosen on more planets? Isn't that sheer 

boredom? Makes other civilizations sound a little "robotic" to my earthly ears... And what about 

free will for our souls? I understand that we will all go back to our natural "eternal" state as 

souls once our incarnations have come to an end. So far I had always thought there was free will 

for every soul "over there"... In what way does free will in the spiritual realm differ from free 

will on Earth, if it does at all? 

  

The Committee answers: "Your soul is not your body or your brain, your mind is not inside your 

head. This applies to every physical being considered incarnated, even in multi-dimensional 

physical existence. Your soul is energetic, not physical. 

 

The freedom of Earth human life is available, but is not chosen elsewhere. Humans may choose 

to more like other more tightly controlled civilizations and have done so many times already, as 

transportation and communication made larger groups possible by way of faster links, 

connections and interactions. You now call these dictatorships or kingdoms. 

  

Yes, the apparent chaos of Earth human life is the attraction you and all others incarnated as 

humans, came to have. Earth life is not as a chaotic as it appears, the patterns of human behavior 

and results are a form of organization equivalent to many. The attraction to Earth life for 

incarnation opportunities, is the oscillation between the human habit of control and the loss of it. 

  

The option is not chosen on other planets because Earth supplies the need. Souls with experience 

on planets and in civilizations where the freedoms Earth life offers, come for the experience and 

resulting comparison. Earth is loaded with such examples among you. Other souls incarnate on 

other planets in other civilizations after an Earth experience, to have the growth, learning and 

opportunity but in reverse order. 

  

Earth's immense physical diversity and unique solar system are the reasons Earth was decided to 

be protected from interactions humans have not requested. Look at your solar system; a small hot 

racecar closest to and lapping the central star, then a hot house beacon, next out beyond a red 

twin, then a striped giant, one with rings…. And the moons orbiting them. The destroyed planet 

now remaing as an asteroid field would have added to the mix, but it was broken into the current 

set of pieces before humans were created. 

 

It would be a missed chance, it was decided, not to allow a growth of intelligent beings on Earth 

with so diverse a collection of environments. The seeding of plants and animals long before 

humans appeared demonstrated this. Do humans believe a shortage exists, thus a need to 

propagate homo sapiens on other worlds, would bring mankind a benefit? No, and availability of 

means to do this would still not bring humans to the point of wanting to colonize other places in 



the galaxy. The challenging physical environments of the very few places where this would even 

become possible, would limit the process, however even if humans were taken in certain 

numbers to a planet and allowed the choice to relocate there permanently, this would not be 

taken by any material number of you. 

  

Likewise other civilizations around the galaxy do not want to do this either; visiting is sufficient 

for their interests, for their curiosity and to satisfy their desire for knowledge. Earth's physical 

environment of gravity, temperature, sunlight, atmospheric gas, humidity, dust, microbes, 

weather and light to dark cycles all together become unpalatable to inhospitable for many 

civilizations.    

  

The human preferred perspective contains control and submission, commands and obedience, 

orders and compliance as a central component. The idea Earth is chaotic derives from the idea 

anything deviating from perceived preferences built upon control, can be labeled as detrimentally 

unorganized to chaotic lawlessness. 

  

Look upon herds, prides, gaggles and flocks of animal life. What central governments or local 

rules govern & control their behavior? Yet organization is apparent and most efficient. Humans 

add centralized control ideas and attempts to implement them, yet humans more closely resemble 

other animals despite the efforts. Humans in nations on Earth where freedom is readily expressed 

and seen as automatic, and is thus taken for granted, cannot see the balance in effect, between 

liberty and restriction which Earth human life offers." 

 


